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WORLDWIDE CRUISE ASSOCIATES has been a

valuable source for up to the minute cruise industry

news, helpful ship reviews and securing excellent

rates with many cruise lines. Worldwide has helped

us find the exact fit for many of our clients’ cruise

needs, especially when we are looking for

something uncommon or a particular size ship for

charter. Worldwide’s staff are true professionals

and besides that they are a real pleasure to work

with.  I would recommend Worldwide Cruise

Associates to anyone searching for cruise industry

expertise and especially if you seek unique cruise

options.

Mark Bondy

Partner/President

VIKTOR Incentives and Meetings

One Stop Shopping Made Easy!

BECAUSE TIME REPRESENTS MONEY,

Worldwide Cruise Associates offer an invaluable

service. The speedy and efficient match of perfect

cruise ship solution to the particular matrix of

program price and client need, means that I

eliminate time unnecessarily spent contacting

various cruise lines.

And based upon their excellent wisdom, intensive

and scrupulous product knowledge, personal

experience with almost every ship sailing the globe,

Worldwide Cruise Associates are able to offer

expertise and guidance, down to the smallest detail. 

Because all of the associates at Worldwide have

had cruise line and incentive program experience,

each is sensitive to the very exacting needs and

requirements that our programs demand. Not only

is Worldwide able to respond accordingly, but they

can also exert their influence with the cruise lines,

make introductions to the “right” contacts once

programs are confirmed, and add so much more

value to the negotiation process. I always contact

the “authorities” from the onset.

Richard A. Kaback

Vice President - Travel Services & Incentives

Don Jagoda Associates, Inc.

IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A COMPANY that

knows the cruise market inside out, provides expert

advice and outstanding value for money - get to

know the Worldwide team. When it comes to

understanding a customers needs, and objectives,

and matching with the right product at the right

price, these guys are the best you will find. They

come up with some great ideas andthey’re fun to

work with. Get to know them, and the only thing

you will regret is that you didn’t get to know them

earlier!

Tony Colston

Innovation Partner

The Partnership People - UK

NO WORDS COULD EVER EXPRESS OUR

DEEPEST THANKS and gratitude to you for

everything you did for us and the HiPerformance

Systems incentive group. I truly know and

appreciate the length you went to pull strings and

move mountains! Thank you for absolutely

everything you did, especially delaying the ship,

which was miraculous and undoubtedly the biggest

achievement of all. It is reassuring to know that we

selected and were surrounded by professionals who

came to our assistance in our hour of need.  On

behalf of HiPerformance Systems and the

Management and Staff at Sandown Travel - thank

you.

Ilana Steinberg

Incentive Marketing Manager

Sandown Travel, South Africa

WHEN WE HAD A CLIENT REQUEST THE

IMPOSSIBLE (a two-day full ship charter

w/ custom itinerary) Worldwide took the ball and

ran.  They served as our research and product

development team saving us valuable time and

resources while providing us with cost effective on

target solutions to meet our client’s needs.

When we were searching for All-Inclusive

individual incentive travel packages Worldwide was

able to secure and negotiate contracts with several

resorts. But most importantly when it came time

for fulfillment they were there with consistent

communication and follow up. They have taken the

hassle out of dealing with multiple resorts for

individual travel packages with their one stop shop

approach to our needs.

Worldwide has been a wealth of information on

inclusive properties and new cruise products. And

when it comes time for negotiations and program

operations it is very apparent that their supplier

relationships and communication skills are

exceptional. We are delighted with the value added

services Worldwide brings to our programs they

have become a valuable extension of our business.

Global Incentive & Travel

Kim McCoy-Parker, CMP, CMM

President

ON BEHALF OF EVERYONE connected with the

Pirelli partnership cruise, I would like to thank you

for all the work and effort to make our trip

outstanding. The word from our client is: “This was

the best one ever!” It was a pleasure working with

you and we look forward to doing so again in the

future.

Jeffrey Hockersmith

Executive Vice President

Jornee Unlimited, Inc.

JUST RETURNED AFTER OUR INCENTIVE

PROGRAM and I want to express my gratitude for

the efforts you made to make this a successful

event. You have done a great job. Worldwide acts

as a guardian of our business, which is a big

advantage to my client and myself.  

Cees Hoogvliet

IGT Holland

ONCE AGAIN, WE CONGRATULATE YOU on

being nominated as a candidate in Partners in

Success, Galactic’s vendor of the year program.

Galactic considers our vendor partnerships as the

core of successful business. We appreciate you and

thank you for your continued support.

William Vastine

Executive Vice President

Galactic Marketing

WE HAVE BEEN WORKING with Worldwide

since we started our organization 10 years ago and

I would not think of operating a cruise though

anyone else.

Your quotes are always extremely competitive, but

more important you understand our needs and our

clients needs and eliminate time wasted “missing

the point”. Your thoroughness always assures us

that the best options and explored.

Worldwide is more than a boker, you are our

partner is servicing the client.

Deborah Burner

Senior Vice President

Trinity Ventures

I HAVE HAD THE PLEASURE of using

Worldwide over the past few years, with

great success. In an extremely time restrictive and

competitive marketplace, Worldwide has provided

me an essential service. They have sourced a

variety of unique, cost effective cruises, always

providing the best for my clients.

This has freed up my time for other client related

services. Their Expertise and product knowledge

has allowed ME to shine. Many thanks to the

team at Worldwide.

Kathrine Faubert

Travel Buyer

American Express Canada

Your Views



By allowing Worldwide to act as your 

out-source purchasing department, you 

will save both time and money, as well 

as reduced stress and frustration. 

Worldwide’s team of cruise professionals will

handle all the details associated with the

purchase and delivery of your chosen cruise,

thus allowing you to direct your energy and

talent to more time rewarding efforts. 

Since we are not a cruise line we are 

not tied to selling you one product but, 

are able to give you unbiased reviews and

recommendations on what we believe are the

best choices to suit your specific needs.

Worldwide has an on-going commitment to

keep abreast of the many changes and new

products which are now a common day

occurrence in the cruise industry. 

By focusing exclusively on the Charter 

and Incentive markets, Worldwide has

established itself as an industry leader 

in this fast growing section of the travel

industry. By drawing on our continually

growing library of collective knowledge, 

our associates are able to translate it 

into the best available, free source of

information on the cruise industry as it

relates to our client’s mainstream business. 

Almost every week, one or more of our

Cruise Associates are sailing on one of 

our cruise partners ships to discover, first

hand, what the ship has to offer, the level of

service and how to best utilize its facilities for

our clients needs. Up to the minute reports are

produced and posted on our web-site along

with a compilation of information that

pertains to our market sector. Worldwide goes

the extra mile to ensure that we are totally

confident in 

the products we propose to our clients.

Through our web of contacts we are 

right up to the minute on any changes,

cancellations or other news items which might

afford an opportunity for our clients to

purchase their needs at rates that sometimes

seem extra-ordinary. Our 

cruise line partners are working hand in hand

with Worldwide to provide unique 

and profitable scenarios for our clients 

to produce creative programs at an

economical cost.

Be sure to visit our web site often - it is a

continual work in progress.

www.cruiseco.com
Phone. (USA only) 1 800 881 8484
Phone. (Outside the US) 1 954 452 8800

Worldwide Travel & Cruise Associates, Inc. is committed to a partnership 
with our travel company clients. Our goal is to provide the highest quality 

of professional service in the cruise industry, to provide the best possible 
solutions to your cruise needs thereby ensuring your clients enjoy the best possible 

cruise experience when their programs sail. To further your needs we have gone from
‘ship to shore’ , adding select incentive quality resorts.
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Norwegian Cruise Line

The Norwegian Dawn provides guests with

the utmost in comfort and personal

enjoyment. As with all the ships in the

Norwegian fleet whether new or recently

refurbished she incorporates such unique

and trend-setting features as an Internet

cafe for those wishing to go online at sea.

The “Dawn” Features a wide range of

dining choices, guests can not only select

from 10 spectacular restaurants with

cuisine choices from all around the world,

they also have the freedom to dine

whenever they want. The fact is, no other

cruise line has more Freestyle dining

choices. From the French elegance of Le

Bistro to the exotic Asian allure of

Bamboo, the Dawn will treat its guests to

a world of culinary options. The “Dawn”

also premiered Cagney’s Steak House. For

casual dining we have two cafés that offer

savory choices around the clock and 24-

hour room service.

Award-winning

Broadway shows as well

as a friendly

international staff have

always been a key to NCL’s success and

popularity.

Exquisite suites and staterooms have

been meticulously designed for

spaciousness, style, adaptability and

comfort. From the luxurious surroundings

of our three-room Owner’s Suites to the

charm and value of our Inside Staterooms,

no detail has been overlooked. Each

stateroom has cherry-wood detailing, TV,

refrigerator, safe, duvet and an oversized

bathroom with shower. Guests can choose

staterooms or suites with a private

balcony, floor-to-ceiling windows or picture

windows. 

No other ship anywhere in the world can

offer its guests a more significant

collection of rarely seen original art.

Stepping out of the

Stardust Theater

after an evening of

world-class

entertainment, guests

will discover Romero

Britto’s whimsical

“Flowers for You”

hanging right outside

the door. Or, they may be surprised to find

Andy Warhol’s complete “Flowers” or

“Mao” displayed. At almost every turn,

the great works of Impressionism, Post-

Impressionism and Pop-Art are to be

discovered on this spectacular ship.

The Norwegian Dawn is the latest addition to the Norwegian Fleet. The Dawn was purpose built to
make the most of Norwegian’s revolutionary cruise experience - Freestyle Cruising.



The Norwegian Sun - also built for Freestyle Cruising, offers every amenity one would expect to find on a
brand new cruise ship. 

The one thousand and six staterooms have

every conceivable comfort and amenity.

They compliment the huge choice of

entertainment offered in the on-board, bars

and lounges, disco, casino and theatre,

cigar club and piano bar. In fact,

something for everyone’s taste. 

Where the “Norwegian Sun” really shines

is in the huge choice of restaurants and the

new style of food service. No longer are

you tied to two dining seatings. NCL’s

dining choices run the gamut, with a large

choice of different eateries, from the Tapas

bar to the Asian restaurant, the Italian

restaurant and the Bistro as well as the

two formal dining rooms and inside and

outside cafés. Truly a choice for every

palate and with open seating and flexible

hours there is somewhere to eat at every

hour of the day and night.

The “Sun” is truly a ship for the twenty

first century and sailing popular itineraries

which fit well into our clients requirements.

She should soon become a favorite

“destination”.

The Norwegian Cruise Line Fleet consists

of the m/s Norwegian Dream, Norwegian

Majesty, Norwegian Sea, Norwegian Sky,

Norwegian Star, Norwegian Wind.

Norwegian Cruise Line
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Crystal Cruises impressive list of awards speaks for itself, two of the travel industries major publications,
Conde Nast and Travel & Leisure have, for seven consecutive years, voted the Crystal “the World’s Best

Large Cruise Line” and “Reader’s Choice Award”.

In this age of ever increasing opulence,

Crystal Cruises have established

themselves as a bench mark of high quality

and superb service. The list of on-board

amenities is so long that it would be

impossible to list here (go to

www.cruiseco.com for this and other

detailed information).

Restaurant and menu choices are a key

feature of modern cruising. Not to be

outdone, Crystal excels here too with

multiple dining venues for breakfast and

lunch, the Bistro which features European

style ambience and cuisine. Casual outdoor

dining at the Trident Bar & Grill as well as

lavish themed outdoor luncheon buffets.

From the elegant “Crystal Dining Room”,

to the Valentino’s menu at the “Prego”, as

well as Asian and Italian specialty 

restaurants and Chinese at the “Jade

Garden”, there are many choices and styles

to choose from.

On-board entertainment with Broadway-

style productions in the theatre, Caesars

Palace at Sea Casino, Disco and Karaoke

lounges and even classical musical

performances are just some of the fun things

one can do on a cruise. For those wishing to

improve their computer skills, there is even a

Computer University

with complimentary

instruction.

Crystal Cruises have

always been rated

highly by experienced

cruisers and never more

so than now, with new

hardware on the horizon, they have to be a

serious consideration for any cruise program.

Crystal Cruises
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Silversea Cruises
Breathtaking in every respect, Silverseas’ fleet of superb luxurious cruise ships is the pinnacle of the

cruise industry.

Silver Shadow and Silver Whisper at 610

feet in length accommodates 388 guests.

Silver Cloud and Silver Wind at 514 feet

in length accommodates 296 guests.

Excellent in every detail. Aboard the

ships of Silversea, discover a journey

beyond your expectations... a world of

easygoing elegance without an ounce of

pretension.

Silversea has received the highest

accolades from authorities guidebooks and

prestigious publications on both sides of

the Atlantic. Among the many awards and

distinctions consistently received; Silversea

has been named “Number One” in Conde

Nast Traveler’s Reader’s Choice Awards;

earned a converted “Six Stars” from

Fielding's Guide to Worldwide Cruises for

the last four years; has been named

“World’s Best

Small Cruise

Line” by Travel

& Leisure for

three years;

and, in 1999

and 2000, was

considered the

“Best of the

Best” according

to the Robb

Report.

Silversea will

make your

charter or group feel exceptional. It is our

goal to accommodate any of your onboard

needs, and to make your program a

resounding success.
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The Mariner caters to only 700 guests,

giving her more space per guest than any

cruise ship in the world. She offers the

luxury of single, open-seating dining in

four distinctive restaurants featuring the

finest cuisine afloat. And in the six-star

tradition of Radisson Seven Seas, the

Mariner will provide the highest level of

personal service.

Complimentary

pouring wines at

dinner,

complimentary in-

suite bar set-up

and a no-tipping

policy, a sparkling

entertainment

program with

celebrity guest

appearances, a

computer equipped

internet café,

bridge instruction,

dance hosts, a state-of-the-art Judith

Jackson Spa and an exclusive new Cordon

Bleu Classe Culinaire workshop at sea

provide an extraordinary breadth of

activities and entertainments for guests.

For those who enjoy world cruising and

long voyages, the Mariner will offer an

opportunity to step up to an unprecedented

degree of luxury and personal service

never before available on a ship of this

range.

The Mariner preserves the personal touch

while offering a wider variety of facilities,

activities and cruising range than is

available aboard smaller ships. Discriminating travelers, no matter what

their needs, will find that the luxurious

Seven Seas Mariner will satisfy their most

demanding requirements. The all-suite, all-

balconied Mariner signals a new Age of

Enlightenment in cruising, and the only

class is Superb.

The Raddison Seven Seas Cruises fleet

comprise the following deluxe ships... m/s

Seven Seas Mariner, ssc Radisson

Diamond, m/s Seven Seas Navigator and

the m/s Paul Gauguin, m/s Seven Seas

Voyager.

The Seven Seas Mariner will luxuriously accommodate 700 guests and becomes the first all-balcony, all-
suite vessel in the Radisson fleet and in the cruise industry.

Radisson Seven Seas Cruises
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Radisson Seven Seas Cruises

Onboard the Seven Seas Voyager, there are

four main dining venues, surprising for a

ship of her size. The Voyager also features

some of the highest space and service ratios

at sea, and her suites are the largest “lead-

in” suites in the industry. 

Her inaugural year

voyages will be

blazing new trails

for discriminating

travelers who

delight in the joy of

discovering new

places while

indulging mind and

body in the most

luxurious

surrounding

imaginable.

The Seven Seas

Voyager is the

natural

continuation and

ultimate extension of a theme that Radisson

Seven Seas embarked upon more than a

decade ago with its first ship, the Radisson

Diamond. And that theme is providing a

superbly satisfying cruise experience for

those who seek

adventure while

also enjoying all

the comforts and

personal service

of a six-star

cruise ship. With

the advent of new

materials and

technologies, this

theme has

evolved far

beyond anything

we could have

originally

envisioned. The

Seven Seas

Voyager is not

only our newest

ship; it is our second vessel to offer all-suite,

all-balcony accommodations (the first was

our Seven Seas Mariner). 

Since memorable dining is an integral part

of a superb cruise, the Voyager is one of the

first ships to feature an open galley in one of

our fine restaurants. Like the Mariner, the

Voyager will also offer a restaurant operated

by the famed Le Cordon Bleu of Paris. And

a sumptuously appointed spa under the aegis

of Judith Jackson, one of the world’s leading

practitioners of aromatherapy and other

health promoting regimens. 

Our Club Mariner Youth Program on

selected summer voyages, butler service in

88 suites and a host of other amenities

weren’t even on the drawing boards just a

few years ago. Come discover more

delightful and exciting surprises as luxury

goes exploring aboard the Seven Seas

Voyager.
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The new 700-guest Seven Seas Voyager is the world's second all-suite, all-balcony ship and the second to
feature a restaurant operated by Le Cordon Bleu of Paris.



Weekly cruises from Fort Lauderdale to

the Eastern and Western Caribbean are

not new to cruisers, but Costa has put a

new spin on the on board experience with

the newest ships in the area. Cruising

Italian Style is not only the trademark; it

is a way of life on board.

The Costa Atlantic and the Costa

Mediterranea offer over 70% of the

outside staterooms with private balconies.

In today’s incentive environment

balconies are the preferred stateroom for

reward winners. Combine the spacious

staterooms with multiple dining options,

true Italian food, friendly and courteous

service and award winning

entertainment and we have the

makings on a top-level incentive

program on Costa.

Costa’s Europe is another story.

Add to the above 7 additional

vessels ranging from 800 to over

2000 passengers visiting 87

ports in 29 countries and you

have to know why Costa is

Europe’s Number One cruise line.

Costa Cruise Line
Costa, the number one choice in Europe is fast becoming North America's cruise line of choice for not only
cruises in Europe, but the Caribbean as well.With two sister ships, the Costa Atlantica new in 2000 and

the Costa Mediterranea which began service in 2003.
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The Seabourn philosophy is to create nothing less than a totally new concept of cruising - with absolute
dedication to the highest level of personal service, equal to that found in celebrated hotels, resorts and

restaurants on shore.

TM

Spaciousness and elegance is the rule, with

an ambiance that allows pampered guests

to establish their own pace befitting their

own lifestyles.

Seabourn Cruise Line is generally

regarded by the public and travel industry

as one of the most celebrated cruise lines

in the world, having consistently received

top awards, ratings and honors in travel

and cruise

guidebooks and

other

authoritative

publications.

The fleet

comprises three

almost identical

ships, the

Seabourn Pride,

Legend and Spirit

all of them having undergone major refit

work in recent years during which a large

number of suites on each ship where fitted

with French balconies to further the

cruiser’s on-board experience.

The intimate size of these mega-yacht

style cruise ships ensures their exclusivity.

Just 208 guests accommodated in all-suite

accommodation, stylish and elegant with

Seabourn’s unrivalled service, hospitality

and cuisine all of which they continue to

up-grade, have ensured they continue to

receive rave reviews.

11

The Yachts of Seabourn



Carnival Cruise Line
One of the two big players in the cruise industry and, questionably, the one that started cruising as we

know it today.
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Carnival Cruise Line has a modern fleet of

ships ranging from very large (3000 plus)

passengers to a comfortable (1700 plus) so,

somewhere in the mix is a ship for your

program.

Carnival has upgraded its on-board

experience over the last year or so and now

offers a quality cruise equal or better than

most of the major lines. The average age of

a Carnival passenger is only forty-seven

years old. They also carry more passengers

over 55 years old, so there is an interesting

and active age spread of sailing passengers.

The latest generations of new ships are

very different, more tastefully decorated and

offer unique public rooms and settings.

Cabin sizes at an average of 185 sq. ft. are

the largest in the contemporary market.

Live entertainment from Vegas style shows

rivaling the best anywhere and adult style

comedy and cabaret at midnight. Casino are

larger and livelier, restaurant choices are

expanded, and depending on the ship, range

from the ships main dining room to Joe’s

Stone Crab and made to order Sushi at the

sushi bar.

Carnival offers exciting and varied

itineraries operating from a huge selection

of ports across the nation and

internationally. Carnival is also investing in

port facilities

to improve

the

passengers

experience

when the

ships are in

port. New

terminals

with

shopping,

restaurants

and other

facilities are appearing to enhance the

shore-side experience. 

New and interesting 5/4/5 day itineraries

have been added; these are ideal for many

corporate programs and well worth

considering for your clients.

12
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On board, the Oosterdam, l,848 pampered

guests will enjoy more space per person

than any other ship in a fleet already

known for its stylish, spacious comfort.

Plus, more outside staterooms with ocean

views and private

verandahs. Expanded

spa facilities, three

sparkling pools.

Accommodations in

spacious suites and

staterooms are the

largest on any of the

Holland America ships:

Two huge (1126sq ft)

Penthouse Suites and

sixty Deluxe Verandah

Suites (563 sq ft) with

85% of the staterooms

having ocean views and

67% with verandahs.

The 924 staterooms are splendidly

appointed.

Even more spacious and luxurious than

any of the other ships in the Holland

America Fleet with exterior elevators

traversing ten decks that give panoramic

views of the ship at sea. Two interior

promenade decks and a covered exterior

promenade deck encircles the ship, a large

lido deck pool with a retractable dome and

the signature disco/crows nest lounge are

just some of the facilities available.

In typical Holland America fashion, an

extensive multi-million dollar art

collection, fresh flowers arrangements,

real crystal stemware, Rosenthal china is

just one of the many delights to be found

on board. 

With numerous bars and lounges as well

as the three tiered Queen’s Lounge. Relax

in the sophisticated Main Lounge with a

quiet cocktail and pleasant conversation

before dinner. Come later and you’ll be

dazzled by the glitz and glamour of an

exciting Broadway-style show. With a

third tier added, you’ll be sure to find the

perfect spot to enjoy the show! 

Among the many dining options aboard is

the two-tiered Rotterdam Dining Room.

Here you will savor world-class cuisine

served on the finest Rosenthal china.

Delicate stemware and exquisite linens

grace every table; impeccable service and

a warm ambience are a sanctuary of

civilization. Located off the Main Lounge

area is the Odyssey Restaurant which

features North West Style cuisine.

Holland America's latest addition to their fleet is the m.s. Oosterdam, sister ship to the m.s. Zuiderdam
the first of new Vista Class Series - forward-looking in both design and spirit. 

Holland America Line



Cunard Line
Cunard Line proudly continues a tradition of luxury cruising that began in 1840. Today its flagship,

Queen Elizabeth 2, is the world’s most famous ship and the greatest liner of her time setting the
standard of traditional British elegance, superb White Star Service, gourmet cuisine and sumptuous

accommodations that have secured Cunard's reputation. 

TM
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The Cunard fleet will soon be augmented by

the commissioning of the Queen Mary 2. 

At a cost of 750 Million Dollars the Liner

will be the world’s largest and probably the

most luxurious - cruise liner since the QE2.

Queen Mary 2 seems to embody the public’s

renewed fascination with the romance of a

bygone era of sea travel She will be the first

true ocean liner to be built in a generation

and to describe her means using all the

superlatives one can muster, biggest.

longest, fastest, roomiest - words simply do

not describe this superb ship. 

Her dimensions are impressive, she

measures over 1,130 feet in length and will

tower nearly 21 stories in height from keel

to masthead, with a gross registered tonnage

of more than 150,000 tons.

The QM2 is expected to

carry just 2,620 guests,

which is a very small

complement for a ship of

this size and will offer

impeccable service with a

crew to passenger ratio of

2:1.

Cunard Line is a member

of the exclusive World’s

Leading Cruise Lines

alliance. Between them

Cunard Line and Seabourn

Cruise Line represent

nearly 50 percent of the

world’s luxury cruise

market.



These luxurious ships can rightly be called

smaller and more intimate than many of

the new ships being put into service by the

major cruise lines.

The Millennium is a splendid vessel, from

the Grand Foyer to The RMS Olympic

specialty restaurant, luxury shows in every

detail on every deck, in wood and marble,

etched glass and polished granite giving

the experienced cruiser an idea of the

quality Celebrity are well known for.

Just 965ft in length and 105ft in beam

they carry only 1950 passengers and can

cruise at a comfortable 24 knots. This

enables these ships to be able to do longer

itineraries and still let their passengers

enjoy lengthy shore stays.

Celebrity has been overshadowed by

Royal Caribbean in recent years, but the

company is making a sincere effort to

regenerate the Celebrity image, with

improved service and upgraded food they

will offer even better value and an up-

market brand image.

On-board amenities are excellent with

spacious and well-appointed cabins,

comfortable and well-decorated lounges

and excellent dining rooms. Celebrity is

well known for their incredible spa’s and

these three ships are no exception.

Celebrity Cruises has probably the youngest fleet of ship currently in service. Their new Millennium series
ships made up of the Millennium, the Constellation and the Summit are their newest additions.

Celebrity Cruises

15
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RCI’s Voyager Class

Innovation is key on all of the Voyager

Class ships, marvel at the boulevard of

shops, sports bar, English-style pub, 24-

hour eatery, and a giant slot machine in a

mini casino that actually leads into the

Casino Royale one deck below. Although

the facilities are only on one level, the

Promenade stretches four decks high so

when you look up and see the windows

from the atrium view cabins, you feel as

though you are outside on a city street,

without the elements to interrupt your fun. 

On many evenings, there are themed

parties and parades down the Promenade.

At various times there are laser light

shows and a troupe of street performers

and comics who interactively entertain the

passengers throughout the day and

evening. 

Johnny Rockets is a 50’s-style diner that

serves burgers, hot dogs, fries, onion rings,

malts, etc. Studio B Ice Skating Rink is by

far one of the most exciting places on the

Voyager. The Rock Climbing Wall offers

classes for passengers to learn the “art” of

rock climbing, additionally, there is an In-

line skating track just

adjacent to the 9-hole

miniature golf course. Truly

a sports-lover’s paradise! 

The breath-taking, three-

tiered Dining Room, is

actually three completely

separate dining rooms that

are connected by a grand

sweeping staircase, sharing a spectacular

crystal chandelier. Amazingly, it is very

quiet and intimate. You can clearly hear

the string quartet playing on the upper

level, which adds to the elegant ambiance

of the surroundings.

Cabins overall, both inside and outside on

this ship are a vast improvement over RCI

predecessors. Cabins offer more than

adequate storage space, sitting areas,

large mirrors, interactive 19’ color

If you are looking for a limitless amount of choices and freedom, or refused to previously try cruising
because you felt it was too confining, or you are convinced that bigger really is better - your ship(s) have

finally come in! Currently four of the Voyager Class ships are available for your programs, the Voyager,
Explorer, Adventurer and the Navigator of the Seas.
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televisions, hair dryers, and

mini bars. Wood cabinet

doors and moldings done in

soft Caribbean colors add a

nice touch. An atrium view

cabin is basically an inside

cabin with a bow window

that faces the Royal

Promenade. 

There are bars and lounges

- LOTS of them with themes

from Egyptian to Aquatic

(with beautiful fish tanks) to

Nautical to Top 40’s to Jazz.

Instead of feeling

overwhelmed by large, cold

entertainment meccas, this

ship has at least 12

completely separate and

different, intimate

hideaways. The spectacular three-tiered La

Scala theater is a truly splendid Broadway

theater with completely unobstructed

views, true cinema seating, crystal clear

acoustics, masterful sets, inventive

costumes and artful performances - which

all add up to very entertaining production

shows. 

Don’t forget the expansive Shipshape Spa

and “Exercise Mecca”, the Windjammer

Cafe and Island Grill for buffet meals, the

cozy 84-seat Portofino restaurant for

alternative Italian dining, the pool deck

and open-air Solarium, a two-deck library

and a vast and well-equipped conference

center - suitable for a small trade show.

The Voyager Class ships offer something

for everyone.
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Le Ponant

A smaller more intimate vessel, with a

quiet sophisticated atmosphere, she offers

only 32 comfortable and spacious outside

cabins. Each offer individually controlled

air-conditioning and mini-bar. Equally

famous for her cuisine as she is for her

high level of personal service, the onboard

ambience is more that of a private yacht

with a small number of good friends.

For cruising connoisseurs this is as good

as it gets for a true sailing experience.

Summer finds Le Ponant in the

Mediterranean and in the winter she

crosses the Atlantic to cruise the

Windward Islands.

Le Ponant continues to awe all who sail on her. A modern version of the great ships of yesteryear,
yet offering all the comfort, style and unparalleled speed under sail that modern 

technology brings to the ship. 
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Le Levant

Le Levant has room to spare. Every public

room is generously sized, with the lounge

incorporating a small dance floor as well

as a full size bar. On the upper deck, a

unique inside-outside lunch/buffet/BBQ

restaurant serves an elegant, yet casual

breakfast and lunch. Down below, a

beautifully appointed single seating dining

room is the perfect location for more

formal dinners. With a library, sauna and

gymnasium as well as a huge sun bathing

deck and swimming pool, this unique

vessel has everything you need.

Le Levant’s itineraries are as unique as

the ship... The ship roams through the

Caribbean during the winter months,

cruising from the Virgin Islands to the

north and down as far as Venezuela, the

Orinoco and Guiana to the south.

Extending onwards down the coast of

Central America. In the summer Le Levant

visits the East Coast of the United States

and Canada, cruising the St. Lawrence

then Labrador and Hudson Bay.

One of the prettiest of the modern small cruise ships, she accommodates up to 90 passengers in very
spacious and well appointed outside cabins. This new ship is beautifully decorated with an extensive use

of quality woods and tasteful fabrics. 
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The latest edition to the Windstar fleet,

the bigger but visually similar “m.s.v.

Wind Surf” takes the experience to a new

level. Bigger does indeed mean better in

this case. 

Within her 617 feet she accommodates

312 passengers and many staterooms are

easily recognizable as “Windstar” cabins.

There is a whole deck of double sized

staterooms/suites available as well as two

decks of standard size staterooms.

Lounges, two dining rooms, huge deck

space and two very generous pools as well

a gymnasium, spa, casino and water sports

marina, have to give this ship one of the

biggest guest to space ratio’s in the

business. The Wind Surf can be found

cruising Northern Europe in the summer

months and the Caribbean in winter.

The two smaller Windstar ships are

perfect for a whole ship charter. Why take

your program on a bigger ship and lose

half of them when you can have exclusive

use of the ship all to yourself. The Wind

Star or the Wind Spirit are sailing exotic

itineraries in the Tahitian Islands,

Caribbean and Mediterranean.

Accommodating just 148 passengers in

very comfortable surroundings these small

ships are intimate, sophisticated and

delightful.

20

Windstar Cruises have long been known for their quality delivery of a unique cruise experience. Over the
years their two smaller ships, the “Wind Star and Wind Spirit” have built an enviable reputation based
on different and to some extent soft adventure itineraries, coupled with excellent cuisine and first class

on-board service.

Windstar Cruises



Star Clippers

These powerful sailing ships are a

joy to cruise on. Few people will

ever experience the sheer thrill of

racing across the ocean under

clouds of billow white sails, sea

spray in the air, the ocean racing

under the keel and boiling up at

the stern as your ship almost

silently powers her way to your

next anchorage.

The ROYAL CLIPPER is the

world's largest true sailing ship at

439 feet overall, she

accommodates 228 passengers in

double occupancy format

comprisings 92 outside cabins, 16

de-luxe suites (14 of which have a

private balcony) three swim pools,

a three deck atrium, a marina that

lowers from the stern and a unique

underwater viewing lounge.

Sailing back and forth across the

Atlantic as the seasons change in

the winter she will found cruising

from Barbados, alternating weeks

to the Windward Islands and the

Grenadines, in summer she will be

cruising the western Mediterranean from

Cannes south along the Italian Riviera and

westwards to the Balearic Islands. With

her two smaller sisters “Star Flyer and

Star Clipper”, who accommodate 170

passenger in their 360 feet these big

sailing ships offer

the experience of

sailing in the

oldest tradition of

seafaring. As well

as sailing unique

itineraries. Star

Flyer sails the

Far Eastern and

Eastern

Mediterranean

routes, Star

Clipper the

Mayan Caribbean

and Western Mediterranean. 

Charter a ship for your companies

exclusive use and give your incentive

participants memories they will never

forget. Chartering a Star Clipper ship is

surprisingly reasonably priced and let

Worldwide handle all the details, it could

not be easier.

Star Clippers is one of only two-cruise line in existence that operate a fleet of sailing cruise ships.
The fleet comprises three of the most beautiful and traditional Clipper ships imaginable.  
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Besides the ever popular and much

admired Sea Cloud, which has recently

completed a major

refurbishment, there is

also a modern sister

ship, the Sea Cloud II,

every bit as exotic and

luxurious as her older

sister. Sea Cloud II has

to be the final word in

cruising under sail.

Th Sea Cloud II carries 92 passengers

and has all the oppulence, art deco and

superb service that we have all come to

know on the 58 passenger Sea Cloud.

Rarely available for charter, but worth

the wait and effort, these two ships will

exceed everyones expections.

Sea Cloud Cruises
Sea Cloud Cruises are best described as a luxury boutique cruise line. Over the course of recent years they
have expanded their fleet of exceptional small ships to include several top of the line river ships as well

as the wonderful Tall Ships they are so well know for.
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River Cloud Cruises recently commenced cruising on the River Poe in North Eastern Italy with their new
river ship the River Cloud II.

The new additions to the fleet, the River

Cloud and the River Cloud II, are sleek

and traditional looking vessels, with

superbly finished interior, large

staterooms, lounges

with oversized

observation windows,

and the standard of

food and service we

have all come to

expect from Sea Cloud

Cruises.

The River Cloud I

cruises central and northern Europe with

excellent itineraries which see the ship

start the season in Holland for the festival

of flowers, moving south and east as the

summer progresses. River Cloud II cruises

from Venice to Cremona and vice versa.

This is an incredible itinerary that takes

the ship through one of the most historic

parts of Italy not to mention the areas

reputation for fine wines and food.

River cruising continues to grow in

popularity and it’s not hard to se why.

No unpacking, no road trips, no lost

baggage, just you and a few like souls

discovering a land of history and romance

from your own moving “hotel suite”. 

River Cloud & River Cloud II
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The world's leading river cruise line, With 24 ships, Viking River Cruises continues to expand by
building innovative vessels that provide the comfort of a fine hotel under attentive Swiss management.

Viking River Cruises offers passengers the

ultimate in river cruising, showcasing

Europe and Russia’s numerous rivers:

Rhine, Main, Moselle, Danube, Elbe,

Seine, Rhône and Volga. River cruises are

an ideal way to explore all that Europe

offers, with visits to quaint villages,

historic museums and castles, and the

enchantment of the Old World.

All itineraries are designed to provide

travelers with comprehensive sightseeing

opportunities. Itineraries include old world

highlights, enrichment programs, folkloric

entertainment, lectures and

demonstrations. Daily sightseeing tours led

by knowledgeable, English-speaking

guides.

Their fleet is continuing to grow with new

intimate, deluxe ships averaging 150

passengers that offer the highest quality

accommodations in spacious

rooms with large picture

windows, delightful lounges

and comfortable public

areas, as well as attentive

personal service including an

experienced Cruise Manager,

fine gourmet dining and regional

specialties

Accommodation is in all outside, river

view cabins with private bathroom and

shower. Hotel-style beds and large picture

windows that open, in many cabins.

Beautifully appointed public areas with

single-seating restaurants, bar, and lounge.

Viking River Cruises



MV Katharina, was completed in 2000. Her size allows her to traverse the small locks
just outside of Prague and Berlin. 
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The m/v Katherina is distinguished by

staterooms on her upper deck featuring

full length French doors while all cabins on

the lower deck have large windows.

Accommodating only 79 passengers in 41

cabins she offers a very

deluxe, yet intimate

ambience.

All double cabins are

identical in size (there are

three cabins for single

passengers) and are

beautifully appointed. They

feature built in closets, desk,

shower and toilet, television,

telephone and 4-channel

radio. Hairdryer and terry

robes are available upon

request. Bedding is European

style duvets with feather pillows and eider

downs (synthetic materials available upon

request). Original works of art can be

found throughout.

The Sun deck has plenty of deck chairs

and blankets, if needed. Captain’s

Welcome and Captain’s Farewell

Receptions are provided as well as nightly

entertainment and dancing.

The vessel features six meals daily and

all meals are served in a single seating

with evening meals up to nine courses on

selected nights. Additionally, there is a bar,

Panorama Restaurant, lounge, as well as

an infirmary with a qualified doctor on

board. There is one crew member for every

2.5 passengers providing about the best

crew to passenger ratio of any river vessel.

This allows for a high level of service as

well as sumptuous food, served course by

course for the evening meal. English

language announcements, menus and daily

programs are provided.

Other River Ships in the Peter Deilmann -

EuropAmerica Cruise Line Fleet are the

Princess de Provence, Prussian Princess

and Casanova.
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Peter Deilmann EuropAmerica Cruises
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The pioneers of Hotel-Barge cruising. For over 36 year Continental Waterways have been delivering top
quality barge cruises on the waterways of Europe.

Continental Waterways’ fleet of 18 custom

built river cruisers consists of 4 river boats

cruising European waterways and 1

cruising in Paraguay, and 13 luxury canal

barges. The river boats can accommodate

38 to 56 passengers and the luxury barges

can accommodate parties of 20 to 24

passengers in comfortable surroundings.

Hotel barging with Continental

Waterways is an epicurean delight.

Classically trained chefs will provide you

with an insight into regional specialties,

serving meals that rival the very best local

restaurants. Wine and cheeses from your

cruising region are featured at lunches and

dinners. Fresh produce purchased daily

from the local markets are just one of the

unique features of these cruises.

All of Continental Waterways’ vessels

have minimum of one crewmember for

every three passengers and all are

experienced, bilingual and knowledgeable. 

There are no hidden extras with your

cruise, transfers to and from the “meeting

place” all on-board accommodation,

meals, morning coffee, afternoon tea, wine

with meals, excursions and admission fees,

use of bicycles or other equipment are all

in the price.

Continental Waterways
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Marco Beach Ocean Resort overlooks the magnificent Gulf of Mexico and dazzling white sand shores of
Marco Island's crescent beach.

Designed to meet five-

star criteria the resort is

sure to exceed the

expectation of their

guests. Located on the

largest of Southwest

Florida’s legendary Ten

Thousand Islands, Marco

Island is just 30 minutes

away from Naples,

Florida’s most

sophisticated small city.

The meticulously

trained staff anticipate your every need.

Sumptuous casual fare to superb dining in

the spectacular elegant European cuisine

in either the Sale e Pepe, the Poolside bar,

or the Beachfront Bar & Grill restaurants

will delight the palate. The spectacular

Toulouse Lounge will amaze and delight.

Oversize all suite accommodation, a fully

equipped spa as well as their own

Golf/Country Club. The Sports fishing boat

marina and casual “Bait Shack”

restaurant are just some of the facilities

that can become part of your program.

For executive retreats, small exclusive

corporate meetings, or special events such

as weddings, the Resort offers a variety of

elegantly appointed meeting and catering

options. The resorts “Meeting by Design”

philosophy allows planners to sculpt the

perfect program either utilizing the

services, catering options and the resort

amenities, or working with the resorts

team to craft a unique and memorable

experience.

Marco Beach Ocean Resort
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In fact the Club is a good size village in its

own right, its own police and fire stations

as well ad shops, conference center and

every possible sporting amenity one can

imagine.

Situated as it is between the ocean and

the flats means both are easily accessible

from the Marina where

experienced fishing

boat captains and their

vessels can be

chartered. 

Besides incredible

fishing, the Club also

offers three golf

courses, one exclusively

for members and two

excellent and

challenging courses

which are available to

resort guests. A racket

club and stand-alone

spa are also located

within a short golf cart drive of the main

club buildings. In terms of dining, there

are nine full service

restaurants plus five

bars, giving you choices

without sacrificing

quality. Other

entertainment

establishments

including a small

nightclub/disco are also

on site. The food and

beverage outlets are

varied, interesting and

inviting, and come with

an extremely high level

of service by the well-

trained staff.

Accommodation consists of apartment

size rooms in low level blocks built around

the lagoon adjacent to the Inn or, condo

style rental properties located a short drive

away. There are also some rental homes

available that range from comfortable to

truly sumptuous which lie around the

perimeter roads of the property.

The Ocean Reef Club

welcomes executive

conferences, board

meetings, elite

associations, incentives

and member groups to

utilize the outstanding

conference and meeting

facilities.

The Ocean Reef Club is perhaps best known as the retreat of Presidents and other elusive men and
women of wealth and prestige. Located on Key Largo, the largest island of the Florida Keys as well as the

first and closest to Miami, it is barely one hours drive from Miami Airport.

Ocean Reef Club
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All-inclusive means truly that, just about

everything you can eat, drink and do is

included in one simple upfront price. And

tipping is simply not permitted.

Inclusions
• All meals, from breakfast in bed to 

gourmet dinners, even late evening 

snacks. All you can eat, all the time.

• All drinks, from soft drinks to top-shelf 

premium brands.

• All entertainment.

• All land and watersports, including 

professional instruction and top-of-the-

line equipment, even including golf at 

our own private PGA-quality 

championship golf course.

• All hotel taxes and airport transfers.

The ease of running your program at a

Grand Lido property is legendary. With

spectular resorts catering to every taste

from beach to spa, Grand Lido has an

option that will fit your clients

requirements.

Negril is one of the most luxurious

resorts ever created. Four superb

restaurants. 24-hour room service.

Satellite TV and CD player in every suite

and junior suite. Unlimited champagne and

premium brand cocktails. Every land and

water sport including sunset cocktail

cruises aboard Princess Grace’s

honeymoon yacht, the 147-foot M/Y Zein.

Voted #10 Caribbean/Atlantic Resort by

Conde Nast Traveler Reader’s Choice

Award 2001, Conde Nast 2001 Gold List

for the Best Places to stay in the Atlantic

and Caribbean, “Best Beach in the

Caribbean and 6th Best Beach in the

World” Travel Channel, Piacere

Restaurant, only 5-Star Platinum Award

Winning Restaurant in the Caribbean,

Practical Gourmet.

The charm of the old Caribbean meets

the luxury of Grand Lido. At Grand Lido
Braco, we’ve created Jamaica’s first and

only Super-Inclusive village, complete with

gingerbread architecture and an authentic

Town Square. Here, anything’s possible

and everything’s included. 24-hour room

service. Sumptuous cuisine. Premium bar

drinks. Championship golf and tennis.

Sailing, snorkeling & scuba. Scintillating

nightlife. Perfumed gardens. And, of

course, one of the finest beaches in

Jamaica’s North Coast.

All Grand Lido resorts have earned the

prestigious AAA 4 Diamond Award.

No matter how you define paradise, Grand Lido is the name for it.
For years, the Grand Lido name has been synonymous with the very best of the Caribbean.

Ultra -luxurious accommodations, attentive, round-the-clock service, exceptional cuisine, pristine
beaches and a seemingly endless list of activities.

Grand Lido Resorts
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Club Med’s exciting destinations in Colorado, Florida, the Bahamas, Mexico and around the world are
defined as Villages to evoke a true feeling of neighborhood, where the international staff will deliver

friendly, personalized attention, ensuring an environment of fun and productivity .

Club Med understands this challenge and

has made it easy to plan social or business

functions for groups from as small as 20

people. With Club Med, you won’t have to

worry about arranging meals, planning

activities or seeking out entertainment

options. Every detail will be taken care of

with guaranteed ease and efficiency for

your attendees. 

Club Med’s new Total All-Inclusive™ gives

your groups the total freedom to eat and

drink when you want and without reaching

for your wallet… or bar tickets! The Total

All-Inclusive Club Med vacation in the

U.S., Bahamas, Caribbean and Mexico,

offers a selection of tempting treats and a

full open-bar to satisfy your cravings all

day long. Now you can enjoy a variety of

dining options in between scheduled

mealtimes, from late-riser breakfast

delights and afternoon snacks to midnight

munchies.

Club Med



Dear Colleague,

In a world that seems to bury itself in unwanted paper work, the very last 
thing any of us need is another brochure! So believe me when I say that a lot of
thought went into the decision to produce this new edition of our ever popular
“Unique Global Solutions” brochure. For a long time, we toyed with the idea of
making an electronic edition only, but numerous clients advised us that this would
not be as convenient as having a brochure for them to throw on a client’s desk.

So we compromised, and decided that this edition would be tightly bound to 
our web-pages (located at www.cruiseco.com). To bond the two together we have
consciously made the brochure the teaser, and the web pages the information.
There, you can locate the hard-to-find details of the ships we display in our
brochure, as well as viewing our ship reviews and photo images.

Anyone who has visited our web-pages knows that they consist of a plethora 
of information on the ships that we sell; information that is specifically geared 
to the corporate travel planner. It is Worldwide’s intention to continually build 
on this data base to provide a unique library of information to assist our 
clients in the selection and delivery of their incentive programs.

Since our last edition of this brochure, we have hired additional staff to enable 
us to expand our cruise operations department. Many of our clients have
acknowledged that one of the most appreciated aspects of having Worldwide 
do their purchasing, is the follow up and follow through that we 
supply as an inclusive part of our service.

All of our associates and staff here at Worldwide are genuinely 
committed to making our clients’ programs the success that they expect. 
Additionally, I can sincerely say that everybody at Worldwide will go 
the extra mile to ensure that it happens.

Pick up the telephone and call. Our associates are waiting to hear from you.

Yours sincerely

James R. Castle
President & CEO. 



Worldwide Travel and Cruise Assoc., Inc
150 S. University Drive, Suite E, Plantation, Florida 33324 USA

Telephone: (954) 452 8800  Telefax: (954) 452 8884

Email: sales@cruiseco.com  Internet: www.cruiseco.com

WORLDWIDE
TRAVEL & CRUISE
ASSOCIATES, INC.

All products and cruises outlined in this brochure are for 

information only and shall not constitute any part of a contract.

The particulars are produced for general guidance 

to facilities and services available.

Designed and produced by The Owen Agency. Telephone +44 023 9248 6566 www.theowenagency.com
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